Newhouse Science Communications

*Multimedia Reporting: Climate Change*

*COM 400/600*

This course will immerse students in the principles and practices of writing and producing stories about the science of and adaptation to climate change and sustainability. Along with traditional forms, the students will be exposed to the use of new science story telling tools, including data visualization, 3D animation and virtual worlds. The final class project will be an interactive, multimedia magazine that the students will design and execute.

Life Science and Environmental Engineering students are encouraged to enroll.

Prof. Don Torrance, Dir., Newhouse Science Communications Program
dctorran@syr.edu or 443-4232

3 credits
Day/time: Wednesdays, 2:15-5PM; Room 252, Newhouse 3
Open to undergraduate and graduate students
Permission number required and will be provided by Prof. Torrance